PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

- Kidney belt.
- 200mm Elastic belt.
- 3x poly carbonate back stiffeners.
- Supported PVC buckle
- Velcro fastening system.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Sizes: Small to 5XLarge.
- 150g (Large).
- Black 200mm polyester elastic.
- Black 200mm supported PVC buckle.
- Velcro fastening system.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Wrap the kidney belt around the lower torso with the stiffeners placed on the outside of the lower back. With one hand, place the soft part of the buckle against the stomach. Pull the rough part of the buckle around and attach it to the soft buckle. The kidney belt should be tight, but not too tight that it will cause discomfort. Ensure that the correct size belt is selected for the correct body size.

WARNING

The kidney belt is intended to protect the wearers internal organs from strain or shock. It is designed for light manual labour and aid drivers of motor vehicles. This kidney belt is not to be used for motorcycle riding, weight lifting and or any strenuous activities. Should you be uncertain if the kidney belt is suited to your application, please contact your safety officer or the manufacturer.